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An internationally recognized brand, a team littered with superstar players
and a burgeoning trophy cabinet. A top four Premier League Football Club that
has grown accustomed to winning on the pitch... but what about off the pitch?

Through media, TV and gaming, the global
consumption of leagues and teams has become as
easy as putting the ball into an empty net from six
yards. The club recognized the need to engage their
global fan base and ensure that the fan of today is
also the fan of tomorrow.
But how do you go about mitigating the impact of
an unexpected result for the millions of loyal fans
globally? How do you support more and more fans
wanting to consume the rich history of the club?
How do you begin to influence kids around the world
as they come to pick their ‘FIFA and Pro Evolution
Soccer’ team? That the new away strip is their kit of
choice when it comes to birthdays and Christmas?
For our client it was simple. They wanted to
understand who their fans were, what those fans
needed and where they were on their journey. The
club wanted to have an intelligent and connected
conversation with those fans as they interacted
across any channel and device, irrespective of

whether it was a quick look at the league table on the
mobile app, listening to the latest podcast interview
with the manager or researching a stadium tour on
the website.
Already leading at half time based on their
investment in market leading CRM technology, the
club kicked-off the second half of their strategy with
the ONE Engagement Hub aiming to further evolve
their vision for fan engagement and ensure that the
relationship with their fans was built on something
much stronger than the lottery of a penalty shootout.
In just four weeks, our ONE Engagement Hub
quickly matched over 900,000 website, native
mobile and email interactions to specific customer
records for nearly 35,000 fans, and in real time
recorded the anonymous activity for many,
many thousands more. Previously these were all
anonymous and untapped, so the club were missing
chances to understand their fans.

Then we really upped the pressure in the final third
– if a fan’s footprint gravitated towards a specific
player, we would capture this insight against the
fan’s profile (what we call an Adaptive Engagement
Profile) and converse with features, offers and
messages relevant for that player. Using our ONE
Engagement Hub to build up a holistic picture of
fans meant we could begin to really understand
them and personalize every conversation to
what they needed.
If a fan showed a curiosity for a specific match
day hospitality package we could ensure that
communications progressed them further
along that specific journey.
With the ONE Engagement Hub enabling
personalized conversations, each message could
be made even more tailored and relevant to the
individual fan by augmenting the insight with rich
CRM data, the tickets they had purchased
previously and where they lived.

Our ONE Engagement Hub gathered thousands of
fan insights including player, match and competition
preferences, retail and hospitality needs, fan geolocation, and even interactions with player content.
The ONE Engagement Hub linked this to customer
records and by showing the customer journey in real
time, brought them into sharper focus.
Yet the captured insight could work even harder.
By analyzing how fans reacted to the personalized
emails sent to them, future marketing efforts could
be even more tailored to their habits. The ONE
Engagement Hub would even help their sales agents
personalize their conversations and have valueadded calls based on fan insights, like “We have
an amazing match-day VIP experience available
for the next match for our Members.”

Value to the fan
means value to
the brand.

RESULTS
The result: An effortless bond with fans. Everyone felt valued, with enriched club interactions. In turn, the club
understood exactly who they are and what they want. Engaging fans, or customers, is all about creating value for
both the brand and the customer. We’ve already talked about the value to the fan so what’s in it for the club?
Well, in addition to helping them understand more fans and turn those bespoke interactions into memberships,
the ONE Engagement Hub also helped the club to realise the commercial value of those fans based on what they
need and where they are in their journey to meeting that need.
With most companies striving to learn as much as they can about their customers or fans, the adoption of the
ONE Engagement Hub really is the best signing a team can make.

ABOUT THUNDERHEAD
Thunderhead is leading the movement to transform
customer engagement, enabling brands for the first
time to understand each customer’s true intent and
orchestrate personalized journeys for millions of
customers across billions of touchpoints, seamlessly
and in real-time.
With Thunderhead’s AI-driven ONE platform, it’s now
possible for brands to deliver exceptional engagement

for every customer throughout every journey.
Across every industry, ONE is driving topline
growth, reducing cost-to-serve, increasing customer
happiness and building customer lifetime value.
A recognized global leader in the customer engagement
market, Thunderhead is headquartered in London and
has its development HQ in Boston.
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